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ABSTRACT

Operating experiences with Neutron Over Power
Trip (NOP) Systems in different Ontario Hydro
CANDU nuclear power plants are discussed.
Lessons learned from the system operation and
their impact on design improvements are
presented. Retrofitting of additional tools,
such as Shutdown System Monitoring computers,
to improve Operator interaction with the
system is described. Experiences with the
reliability of some of the NOP system
components is also discussed. Options for
future enhancements of system performance and
operability are identified.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron Over Power (NOP) Trip systems, sometimes also alternately
called Regional Over Power (ROP) or High Neutron Power Trip
systems, are used for reactor protection in shutdown systems, (i.e.
Shutdown System No. and Shutdown System No. 2 of all CANDU nuclear
power stations) The NOP Trip systems protect the reactor from'Loss
of Regulation (LOR) and Loss of Coolant (LOCA) accidents. These
systems have somewhat varying configurations and use somewhat
different instrumentation hardware in different Ontario Hydro CANDU
nuclear power plants. The differences and operating experiences are
discussed.



PICKERING NGS 'A'

Pickering NGS 'A' is Ontario Hydro's oldest CANDU nuclear power
plant. Its NOP system, (ore often referred to as the High Neutron
Power Trip system), is quite different from the later plants, NOP
systems. A brief description of the system and its operating
experiences are presented for historical reasons only.

Three ex-core protective system ion chambers are used as the
primary sensors for measurement of the reactor power. As the in
chamber signal is affected by the conditions within the reactor
core, such as boron concentration or fuelling operations in the
vicinity of the ion chambers, compensation of the ion chamber
signal is required in order to obtain a signal that is
representative of the reactor core average neutron power. This
compensation was provided in the original design by a system which
measures average reactor power using detection of nitrogen 16 decay
activity in the vicinity of the steam generators in the boiler
room. The signals from the ion chambers and the N16 systems are
combined in the neutron power compensator to produce a compensated
reactor neutron power signal used to trip the reactor when the
setpoint is exceeded.

The original system design used fully depleted silicone detectors
to measure high energy gamma radiation 61 and 71 MeV) resulting
from nitrogen 16 decay. That system had very low efficiency in
detecting the high energy gamma radiation, resulting in frequent
signal drift. This in turn caused system unavailability and high
maintenance cost. High detector failure rate also contributed to
the system's poor performance.

For a number of years the manual compensation of the ion chamber
signal was used (with the N16 system taken out of service) to
operate the Pickering NGS 'Al High Neutron Power Trip system. This,
however, had implications on the system availability via human-
machine interface, as frequent trip setpoint adjustments were
required to be performed by the operator.

To remedy the situation, a development program was initiated and an
improved N16 system, using a high efficiency sodium iodide
scintillator connected to state-of-the-art electronics was
designed, procured and installed. This system is now in trial use,
however, its compensation range is somewhat limited (i.e. +5%, -8%
of the nominal setting) due to the restrictions imposed by a recent
safety covering a loss of the moderator postulated
accidents.

The ickering NGS 'Al High Neutron Power Trip block diagram is
shown in Figure 
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BRUCE NGS 'A'

Bruce NGS 'A' is the first Ontario Hydro CANDU nuclear power
station using an NOP system (in both the SDS#l and SDS#2) base on
multiple, self powered in-core neutron flux detectors. The Shutdown
system Number (SDS#l) uses 39 flux detectors distributed within
three SDS#l channels (i.e. 14 detectors in channel ID', 13
detectors in channel 'El, and 12 detectors in channel IF'). The
detectors are supported in 17 assemblies in Units 3 4 and in 12
assemblies in Units I 2 The assembly and detector location in
the reactor core was determined by safety analysis to cover all the
postulated accident scenarios. The Shutdown system Number 2 (SDS#2)
uses 12 detectors, 4 in each of the channels G, H and J.

Two types of in-core neutron flux detectors and their respective
support assemblies are currently used:

(i) coiled encapsulated platinum detector assemblies in Unit 3 
4 SDS#l and in all four units for SDS#2. The SDS#l detectors
are single ended, located within vertical assemblies. Tfte
SDS#2 detectors are double ended, located within 3 horizontal
assemblies. The etectors are protected by he assembly sealed
dry pure helium atmosphere.

(ii) hybrid encapsulated straight individually replaceable (HESIR)
detector vertical assemblies in Unit 1 2 (SDS#l and RS
detectors). The HESIR assemblies carrying straight
individually replaceable (SIR) platinum clad inconel detectors
were installed as replacements for the original wet coiled
platinum detector assemblies that failed &n masse due to the
detector sheath corrosion.

A typical arrangement of an NOP instrumentation channel is shown in
Figure 2 the coiled platinum detector and assembly is found in
Figure 3 4 and SIR detector and assembly in Figure 6.

The use of a multi-channel, multi-detector system provides the
required trip coverage for the postulated high neutron power
situations, such as fuel channel and/or fuel bundle overpower
resulting from the postulated process system failures.

Additional new features, such as manual and automatic trip setpoLlt
switching had to be incorporated into the NOP system design --o
satisfy the reactor safety requirements. This resulted in a much
mort- complex system when compared to the 2ickering NGS 'Al system.
The increased system complexity, together with the largely
increased number of instruments and other e4uipment, led to more
complex operation, man-machine interface (MMI), and more testing,
calibration and maintenance at the plant.
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Figure 2 HIGH NEUTRON POWER TRIP BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The system amplifiers, dynamic signal compensators and trip-
test/alarm control/buffer amplifier modules are located in tte
SDS#1 instrument rooms, while the required displays are on the main
control room panel. These displays consist of one indicator fr
each detector signal and one indicator for each setpoint, (i.e. 8
indicators for SDS#l and 24 for-SDS#2).

This large number of indicators made it very difficult for the
operator to be aware of the situations in which a detector reading
was getting close to its trip setpoint. Such situations occur
frequently during normal plant operation, including fuelling and
power manoeuvring operations. The probability and frequency of
spurious reactor trips was increased and excessive operator
attention was required to meet the system availability targets. The
original design did not provide direct margin to trip indications
or alarms. Experience has shown that such direct margin to trip
indications and alarms are necessary aids to the operator and these
were identified as an essential requirement for the system.

As the syst�jm instrumentation hardware was already installed and
working in an operating power plant, any changes to the trip system
configuration were not allowed or considered. Any improvements in
the system had to accomplished with a minimum disruption to the
plant operation. These preconditions and other design
considerations led to a decision to provide an improved operator
interface with the shutdown systems using computer technology.

A proposal was made and accepted to retrofit and install a Safety
System Monitoring Computer (SSMC) system in Bruce NGS 'Al and, as
Bruce NGS B was in the acquisition phase at that time, that
decision was extended to include the Bruce NGS 'BI station.

The Bruce NGS 'A' SSMC monitors the Shutdown System No.1 and
Shutdown System No.2 neutronic trip parameters and their trip
setpoints as well as the Emergency Coolant Injection System (ECIS)
variables. A number of digital inputs which provide the safety
system status is also monitored. The SSMC block diagram is shown in
Figure 7.

The system configuration is based on channelized multiplexers,
(i.e. one multiplexer each for channels D, E and F for SDS#1, G, H
and J for SDS#2 and K, L and M for ECIS) , transmitting the
monitored signals to unitized monitoring computers via uni-
directional optical links that provide the required separation and
isolation between the channels of the three safety systems. Common
parts of the ECIS are served by a separate Unit monitor. 

The selected hardware is Data C:�neral MP/200 for the monitors and
MP/100 for the multiplexers. Process I/O and disk/diskette drives
are also Data General equipment. The printer, colour CRT and
keyboard were supplied by Datamax, while the fiber optics were
supplied by RF Communications.
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The system software was developed, tested and implemented by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited.

The operator can obtain the following information displays on the
SSMC CRT screen by selecting desired options from the SSMC menu:

- all channel bar charts for the trip variables
- single channel bar charts for the trip variables
- trip variable margins to trip on either a channel or

global basis
- status of the ECIS system
- static trends
- ECIS mimic diagrams
- alarm summaries
- jumper alarm summaries
- other utility functions such as display and change disk

contents, display and change memory contents, display
analog and digital input values, display and change
setpoints, modify trend display, etc.

Typical margin to trip displays are shown in Figures 8 9.

Some difficulties were experienced during he design, installation,
commissioning and operation of the SSMC system. Such difficulties
aref however, expected in the course of development of a new
system. These difficulties included the selection of optimum
locations to tap the SSMC input signals from the existing
instrumentation, referencing the input signals to the station
ground, grounding and shielding problems, frequent changes to the
system software during the development stage, computer hardware
failures and frequent system crashes.

The majority of these problems were solved and the system now
operates satisfactorily. Its contribution to a much improved
operator interface with the NOP (and also ECIS) systems is being
acknowledged by the station staff. The greatest asset is the
monitoring and annunciating margin to trip alarms for the NOP
systems.

Bruce NGS 'Al station is, within its rehabilitation program,
considering replacement of the SSMCs with more up-to-date
equipment. The two main reasons quoted for the request to imprcve
the SSMCs are hardware obsolescence (with associated high failure
rate, unavailability of spare parts and high maintenance csts) and
software maintenance.

Some points from Bruce operations on what should be dcne
Uifferently, (i.e. better) next time are as follows:

CRT displays could be more user friendly, (e.g. show the
in-core detectors in relation to their position in the
reactor core to give the operator the image of the
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neutron flux distribution and information on the flux
tilt). This should preferably be arranged in a three
dimensional rather than two dimensional display. Also the
graphics quality and variety could be improved.

The system loading should be carefully analyzed during
the design sage to prevent overloading situations after
installation, as experienced in the Bruce system. T1,,s
might have to be resolved by reducing the program
execution frequency to prevent and/or minimize the
occurrence of the system crashes as was done in Bruce.

One desired feature that does not work too well in Bruce,
is the trip setpoint capture. An effort should be made to
design and deliver a system that is capable of capturing
and recording the actual trip point when routine safety
system testing is performed.

The existing SSMC software is not user friendly. It
requires a resident expert to maintain it. Operations
suggested that the next time, user friendly software
should be used. Preferably, a commercial software
packagesshould be utilized to eliminate the need for a
highly specialized expert to maintain it.

Use of any safety critic al software in any future SSMC
functions should be avoided.

Operation of the NOP systems with the use of the SSMCs became
acceptable and manageable as compared with very difficult before
the SSMC installation. One remaining area of operation that could
be improved is the in-core detector amplifier calibration. The
calibration is performed by control maintenance personnel using
portable instruments, (i.e. digital voltmeters (DVM's)) A
preferable method would be calibration by the operator, using
built-in instrumentation and equipmen-_ from the control room. This
is a common comment from all Ontario Hydro nuclear plants except
Darlington, where the fully computerized shutdown systems allow
calibration of the amplifier gains via the monitoring computer key
board by the operator.

PICKERING NGS B'

The Pickering NGS B NOP systems (i.e. SDS#l and SDS#2) are
similar in design and configuration to the Bruce NGS 'Al system.
The number of in-core flux detectors and assemblies is different
(i.e. 34 SDS#1 detectors in 14 vertical assemblies 12, 11 and 
in channels D, E and F respectively) and 23 SDS#2 detectors in 
horizontal assemblies (8, and 7 in channels G, H and J
respectively)). This configuration is the same as that of the 600
MW reactors because Pickering NGS 'BI has a similar reactor core to
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those of the 600 MW plants.

The Pickering NGS B NOP system control room panel layout was
improved and simplified by using dual indicators for each detector
signal and its associated setpoint. This resulted in somewhat
easier determination of the difference between the trip setpoint
and the detector signal. Accuracy of the indicator readout Is
limited by the physical size of the scale, especially when viewed
from a larger distance. However, despite this improvement, the
system still requires excessive attention and does not incorporate
direct margin to trip indication and alarms.

The original Pickering design did not incorporate the
monitoring computers as it was completed before the decision to
install SSMCs in the Bruce stations. However, being faced with the
same problems in operating the NOP system as Bruce 'A', Pickering
operations, with the help and cooperation from the Central
Production Services (CPSD) Division (formerly Central Nuclear
Services) undertook to install a temporary computer system to
monitor the NOP (more commonly called ROP in Pickering) and the
high heat transport outlet header temperature trip signals,
setpoints and margins to trip. The system, usually referred to as
the ROP computer, was installed in 1986 and uses commercial IBM-PC
compatible hardware with commercial software packages that were
adopted and configured to perform the required monitoring
functions. As the installation was only temporary, using temporary
cabling, the whole project was relatively inexpensive. The P
computers were installed in two of the four Pickering reactor
units and are operating to date very satisfactorily.

The feedback from the operators on the system usefulness and
performance has been very positive, even to the extent that the
operators in the units that do not have the ROP computer requested
installation of the system.

Based on the operating experience with the prototype system the
station is now proceeding with the design, acquisition and testing
of a permanent ROP computer monitoring system for all four Units.
This permanent system is based on industrial PC hardware using
commercial software packages combined with some additional in-house
designed software to incorporate all the required features. The
system will provide advanced menu driven graphics to interact with
the operator. The displays will include bar graph representations
of the measured variables, setpoints, margins to trip and margins
to impairment. Numerical values of all measured variables are
provided on the displays for improved readout accuracy. The other
system functions include low margin to trip, high margin to trip
(low margin.to impairment) , spread checks, alarms, alarm summaries,
jumper records and historical data storage.

Other aspects of the NOP system operation are the performance f
the hardware, the instrument testing and calibration and the
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overall ef�ort required-to run the system.

Pickering NGS operating experiences can be summarized as
follows:

the system operation is very labour intensive. The
frequent calibrations of individual detector amplifiers
to accommodate changes in the CCPF, fuelling operations
and other disturbances requires the constant attention of
the operator and assistance from control maintenance.

the fact that the amplifier gain adjustment must be
performed by control maintainers using a portable digital
voltmeter (DVM) is seen as adding to the'complexity of
interfaces in running the system. The amplifiers with
built-in accurate DVMs would be preferable as the
operator could then calibrate the amplifiers.

some problems were experienced with the amplifier front
panel pushbuttons that are used to test the detector
insulation resistance. All the pushbuttons had to be
replaced. Also, the test terminals used to connect the
portable DVM during calibration procedure are falling
apart due to heavy use.

degradation of the flux detector insulation resistance to
values close to mega ohm and below has been observed,
as well as detector failures. An interesting point to
note is that in many cases, when a detector fails, its
installed spare is also failed and cannot be used as a
planned replacement.

BRUCE NGS 'B'

The Bruce NGS B NOP system is conceptually very similar to Bruce
IA' There is an increased number of in-core flux detectors in both
SDS#l and SDS#2, (i.e. 18 detectors in each of the channels D, E
and F and 16 detectors in each of the channels G, H and J). This
results in an increased number of indicators on the control room
panels. The indicator resolution is not suitable for accurate
verification of the trip setpoints during testing. A SSMC that also
monitors the process trip parameters and setpoints (where
available) is installed in Bruce BI and provides similar functions
to these described for Bruce 'Al.

The following is a summary of additional comments obtained from
Bruce operations:

The SSMC has matured now and is performing its main
intended function, (i.e. monitoring the NOP detector
margins to trip), satisfactorily. In a fact, the all

8



channel margin to trip display is said to be on the
screen 95% of the time.

Relaying on the SSMC for verifying the trip setpoint
during testing (due to the panel indicator insufficient
resolution) is seen as having the following limitations:

(a) the SSMC is a single channel system, monitoring 9
channels. That makes a high demand on its availability.

(b) the system does not capture the setpoints too well as
its scanning speed is low, resulting in a time delay
between the time the setpoint is reached and the time te
measured (tested) parameter value is recorded, captured
and stored by the SSMC. The delay varies from test to
test and so does the associated error. Only tests with
very slow ramps would produce good results. All this
makes accurate verification difficult.

the system capacity is now fully loaded and no new
functions or features can be added.

the Data General hardware is of late 1970's/early 1980's
vintage and uses extensively special components cips)
which cannot now be obtained from anyone except Data
General. This makes spare parts very expensive. Actually,
the station bought some used MP 100's and MP 200's for
spare parts.

the system's channelized multiplexers (MP 100) are
considered to be acceptable, however, the monitoring
computer itself (M2 200) should be replaced with a more
up to date and more powerful machine.

hard copy capability is missing.

trending capability is primitive.

the station would like the SSMC to perform more functions
if it had more power available.

software user friendliness is very important.

Comments on labour intensity and interface complexity of the
detector amplifier calibration were similar to those from Bruce 'Al
and Pickering .

9



DARLINGTON NGS 'A'

Darlington NGS 'A' is the first Ontario Hydro CANDU nuclear power
plant using fully computerized shutdown systems. The NOP system
configuratior is different from the previous stations in that all
the functions (except for the flux detectors and associated
amplifiers) are performed by the trip, test/display anr'� monitoring
computers. The simplified system block diagram is shown in Figure
10 and a typical neutronic display in Figure 11.

The major differences from the previous station designs are the
following:

all the displays are on the channelized CRTs, (i.e. a
total of 12 CRTs, two for each channel D, E, F, G, H and
J plus one CRT for each of the system (SDS#l and SDS#2)
monitoring computers).

there are no panel indicators for the two shutdown
systems.

the in-core detector amplifier calibration is performed
by the operator from the control room. This is done by
adjusting the conversion gains of the individual detector
amplifier inputs to the trip computers from the system's
monitoring computer via an enabled optical link.

all testing is performed through the system monitoring
computers.

Experiences to date with the new computerized shutdown systems,
including the NOP trip systems are both positive and negative. The
following obse rvations are made:

the operators prefer the new CRT displays over the
conventional panel indicators. The graphical and
numerical displays that are provided are more precise,
easier to read and are not sbject to parallax error. The
graphics are visible from a greater distance and it is
easier to recognize display patterns and possible
problems. Visual comparison of the displayed values of
similar measured variables is easier with the new system.

recalibration of the neutron flux detectors, (i.e. total
of 102 detectors in the six channels of the two shutdown
systems, which is done twice a week to correct the
required detector settings (RDS) to conform with the new
channel power peaking factor (CPPF)) is done in seconds
by downloading the new CPPF values from the system

10
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monitoring computers to the trip computers. The
downloading is done via optical links without the need to
reject the channel. In other stations this operation --s
done manually by control maintenance technicians ' It may
take several hours while the channel is rejected, thus
increasing the probability of a spurious reactor trip.

Other detector recalibrations resulting from fuelling
operations and other causes offer similar advantages.

the CRT graphics display quality could be improved over
the current monochrome displays. The existing CRTs have
a very high failure rate, suffer from poor picture
quality and the static display burn-in problem. The CRT
installation with small clearances between the monitors
and the absence of forced ventilation results in a high
temperature operation that also contributes to the high
CRT failure rate.

when a channel display/test computer or CRT goes down,
the operator loses information on all the affected
channel displays; however the trip computer still

performs its reactor protection function. The discussion
on whether and when such a channel should be rejected is
not complete yet.

the computer aided testing is far from mature. In general
testing takes much longer than equivalent manual testing
in the other plants-. For example, it was quoted that it
may take an hour to test one channel NOP detectors (18
detectors), or one hour to test four heat transport low
flow loops. Also, the trip setpoint capture feature needs
improvement. The operator cannot independently verify
that the trip occurred within the specified tolerance.
Slowly ramping the test signals is still a problem in
Darlington and that contributes o uncertainties in the
trip setpoint verification process.

the spreadcheck and margin to trip alarm subsystem is
considered to be a very useful feature that has already
helped to prevent unnecessary reactor trips by early
detection and annunciation of failures. However,
deficiencies such as no auto scrolling or prioritization
of the alarm messages, unavailability of alarm summaries
or indication of still active alarms need to be
addressed.



IN-CORE NEUTRON FLUX DETECTORS

The ef cowered in-ccre neuzrc- fiLix detectors are the primary

sensors used i the CANDU nuclear power p�an7 shutdown system

neutron over power (NOP) trio systems. Throughout the years the
detectors have undergone extensive development amed at designing

and fabricating detectors and supporting hardware which would
provide reliable and trouble free in-reacto,: performance for he

station design life.

The following is a summary of Ontaric Hydro's eperiences with the

in-core flux detectors:

The first detectors, used in the Pickering NGS 'A' high linear rate
trip (and the reactor regulating) system had a Cobalt emitter,
inconel sheath and magnesium oxide insulator. The detector's ative

length of about 3 metres was ciled on a zirconium carrier tube

over the distance of three fuel channel 1attice pitches. The

detectors were immersed in the moderator D0 wet-- detectors). As
the Cobalt emitter burns out rather quickly and changes the

detector sensitivity and the prompt to delayed fraction signal
ratio, detectors with pure Plati .num emitters were developed and

installed. These (wet) detectors performed well, with relatively

low failure rates, and the Platinum emitter provided a stable
signal for a much longer time.

Bruce NGS 'Al was the first station using a large number of wet
coiled Platinum detectors in its NP system. It was discovered that

those detectors were subject to extremely fast (in the order of

days) failures when installed in a reactor, when the moderator and
the moderator cover gas systems were out of service. Such situation

occurred in one of the earlier Bruce Units and the whole reactor's
worth of detectors had to be replaced.

The failure mechanism as identified as moisture enetration of the

MgO insulator through the inconel sheath and/or the detector-lead
cable brazed joint. The sheath bundary penetration was cause by

the nitric acid intergranular corrosion attack of the inconel and

the brazing material.

As uninterrupted availability of the moderator heavy water

circulation and wetting of the detectors cmbined with the cover
cas circulation and chemistry could not be uaranteed for the
station life, a decision was made to protect e detectors by

placing them in a hermetically sealed pure Helium filled capsule.

These encapsulated coil.ed Platinum detectors were supplied to Bruce
NGS 'Al Units 3 and 4 to all four Units of Pickering NGS 'BI and
also to all AECL supplied 600 MW stations.

One of the features of the coiled detector assemblies is that
individual detectors cannot be replaced. If failures occur in an
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assembly, it has to be replaced as a unit. To reduce the
probability of having to replace whole assemblies due to a single
detector failure, the assemblies were made with 100% spare
detectors installed.

The performance of the encapsulated detectors was acceptable;
however, some failures still occurred. It was observed that in many
cases, after a detector failure was detected, its installed spare
detector was also already failed. This led to initiation of a
program to develop detectors that could be individually replaced
without having to replace the whole assembly. Straight individually
replaceable (SIR) detectors and new supporting assemblies that
allow replacement of individual detectors (even at power in
stations where the reactivity deck is accessible during reactor
power operation) resulted from this development program.

The SIR detector emitter extends over three fuel channel lattice
pitches, (i.e. each is 85.7 cm long). To retai n approximately the
same sensitivity as the coiled detectors, the emitter diameter of
the SIR detectors had to be increased. To save n the cost of
Platinum, the emitter is made of inconel clad with a thin layer of
Platinum. This detector has a dynamic response similar to that of
a coiled Platinum detector. The SIR detector prompt signal fraction
is about 91% as compared to approximately 89% for the coiled
detector. Subsequently, a SIR detector with pure inconel emitter
was developed. The inconel detector prompt signal fraction is
approximately 105%, (i.e. the detector is overprompt).

The SIR detectors are installed in all Bruce NGS B and Darlington
NGS 'Al Units and were retrofitted as replacements in Units and
2 at Bruce NGS 'Al and Units 1, 2 and 3 in Pickering NGS 'Al 
Conversion of Unit 4 in Pickering 'Al and all Units of Pickering
NGS B (both vertical and horizontal assemblies) is planned.

The Pickering detector replacement program was undertaken due
to an observed gradual degradation of the coiled encapsulated
Platinum detector insulation resistance that is expected to lead to
large scale detector failures in the near future. The failure
mechanism for the observed degradation (and also observed failures)
of the encapsulated detectors is not yet fully understood. It is
suspected that the encapsulated detector operation in intense
radiation at elevated temperature (higher than for the wet
detectors) over extended time causes degradation of the insulating
properties of the MgO.

The Pickering 'Al replacement program is connected with the fuel
channel replacements (retubing) when the original wet detectors ae
exposed to conditions that are known to lead to massive detector
failures.

The use of SIR detectors and assemblies has become a standard nw
for the Ontario Hydro CANDU nuclear power plants.
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SUMARY

The original design of the NOP systems in all the pre Darlington
stations resulted in a labour intensive operation. operator
interface with the panel indicators does not provide the required
accurate readouts and makes it difficult to recognize reduced
margin to trip situatic-s. Installation of the shutdown system
monitoring computers largely eliminates the man-machine
deficiencies of the original designs.

The future designs or retrofits of the monitoring computers should
incorporate further improvements based on the operating experiences
with the existing systems. These improvements should include the
capability to accurately capture the trip setpoints while testing,
good quality colour CRTs, selection of hardware and its
configuration to prevent overload situations and to allow for
possible system and function expansion, and the
selection/development of user friendly software packages.

The calibration of the detector amplifiers in pre Darlington
stations is labour intensive by control maintenance. A permanent
installation of accurate digital voltmeters in the amplifiers or a
DVM for a group of amplifiers would allow calibration by the
operator and reduce the complexity of the interfaces in the
process. Remote calibration capability from the control room would
further improve the situation. The design of such a remote
calibration system was evaluated during Bruce NGS B design but
not implemented.

The Darlington NGS 'Al NOP system design is a great improvement in
the nan-machine (MMI) and detector calibration. The system testing,
quality of displays, hardware (CRT) reliability and the overall
maintenance effort could be improved.
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